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the tenth
winter collection 
dedicated
to the pleasure 
of skiing

2007 - 2008 2008 - 2009 2010 - 20112009 - 2010 2011 - 2012

the evolution
of the big corvus
from the beginning

ten years,
the age of reason?
not so fast.foreword

Yet this milestone warrants a moment’s retrospective,
to look back on our very first skis from the point of view
of what we make today. Back then we didn’t have a range, 
just a single ski: the corvus 196 in black and pink.

Everything seemed so simple then, a unique ski that 
could do it all. But at 196 cm long, it was perhaps a little 
aristocratic. And, if it were to stay that way, its beginning 
would have also marked its end. So we continued to 
search, to ski and to innovate in our own way.

Ten years dedicated to the creation of products for skiing 
and ski culture, with an initial intention to unite reliability, 
efficiency and aesthetic, has not changed since the 
inception of black crows. Year after year, we have followed 
the principle of creating objects destined to all-terrain
types and snow conditions. Our tenth collection
demeures faithfully this intention across the entire
ski range, but also can be found in our ski poles,
our accessories and our new textile collections. 

Ten years in skiing, a path full of challenges, paved with 
success as well as failure, and driven above all by passion 
and a mutual love of the practice. It is an adventure that 
is human and technical in equal measure, powered by 
the desire to live in the mountains, that pushes us forever 
deeper into the immensity of the glacial massifs that
we call home. 

Ten years of challenge and discovery, just as it is
in skiing. Ten years traversing the slopes of change,
with an unwaivering ambition, to make noble products
for this privileged, rare and unique sport. Because to
ski in 2016 is indeed privileged, rare and unique.
This we must never forget. 

black crows is and will always be a yardstick for quality, 
efficiency and authenticity. And of pleasure, because
that is above all why we ski.

Bon ski et bonnes découvertes.

2012 - 2013 2013 - 2014 2014 - 2015 2015 - 2016 2016 - 2017
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New models, design evolutions,
and tech updates dote the new 
black crows ski collection with
a singular and unique intention,
the pleasure of skiing.

optical
illusion
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freedom
beneath
your feet
the inexorable 
2016 / 2017
ski range

The range is classed into two categories, 
single and bi-directional, according to their 
shape and style: single beak (with simple 
front rocker) and double beak (with double 

rocker), and this technical dichotomy
runs through all categories: big mountain, 
all-terrain, the women’s birdie range,
and ski touring freebird range.

at the heart of these
categories, six new models 
make their appearancewhat’s new

The emblematic orange pow 
machine is now a full-reverse
camber ski, making it the first black 
crows ski of this kind. Made to be a 
powder friendly tool with immense 
pivot and floatation, the nocta 2 is 
lighter than its predecessor - the 
nocta air - becoming one of the 
lightest skis on the market in the 
> 120 mm category, weighing in
at 4 kg for the pair at 185 cm.

An icon of the ski touring market, this yellow 
bird, recognisable from near and far, has been 
entirely modernised from a new mould, giving 
it a new single beak and a half shape (front 
rocker with a light early rise tail) with a pivot that 
is easy and reactive. The orb freebird is also 
lighter, coming in at 2990 g the pair at 178 cm, 
while keeping its essential values - a lightweight 
touring ski made for the pleasure of the down.

With the vastus freebird black crows confirms 
its shameless pursuit of skinny ski obsessives 
and fastidious gram counters. A reworked core 
and edges brings the vastus freebird in at 
1980 g per pair at 171 cm all the while guarding 
the fundamental values of skiability. Designed 
with a light front rocker and a 17 m radius,
the vastus freebird is a mountaineering ski
with superior edge hold and a lively feeling
on the descent.

At 90 mm underfoot, the captis
is a double-rockered all-terrain 
ski that finds the ideal equilibrium 
between pivotability and carving in 
a super playful ski that spreads its 
wings across all-terrain types. The 
captis is a modern ski with accessible 
performance in its blood, an element 
that strikes at the heart of the black 
crows identity. The captis is available 
in men’s and women’s (birdie) 
versions, the latter being slightly
lighter and available in smaller sizes.

This black crows classic has been 
profoundly modernised from a new 
mould, acquiring a new single beak 
and a half shape (front rocker with 
a light early rise tail) and a titanal-
layered core, giving it an infallible, 
occasionally brutal, alpine spirit.
This new breed of orb is more 
aggressive than anything we’ve seen 
before, with superior edge hold on 
piste and variable snow conditions.

nocta 2 - the pow banana orb freebird - a new shade of yellow

vastus freebird -
for obsessive gram counters

captis & captis birdie -
un ski sauvage

orb - a different animal anima freebird - fat but light

Boom! Coming in hot to the serene world 
of ski touring, the anima freebird  is a 
lightweight animal with a double rocker 
and an alpine character.  Designed for 
modern freeriding and for big climbs 
deep powder. Welcome to the future.

True to its spirit, black crows manufactures
high-quality products for on-snow hedonism,
products through which skiers can express
their diversity and the pleasure of sliding.

enough for now,
time to go skiing.
alors bon ski.
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double beak
big mountain all-terrain

waist: 11.5 
radius: 21

waist: 10.2 
radius: 19

waist: 10.8 
radius: 18

waist: 9.7 
radius: 18

waist: 9.1 
radius: 18

waist: 9.0 
radius: 18

waist: 8.5 
radius: 17

waist: 8.6 
radius: 17

176.8
182.1
188.4
194.3

169.4  

179.4
185.4

178.2  

184.0
189.9

174.6  

181.2
186.1

172.1
178.3
183.4

171.1
178.3
184.2

170.2  

178.4
184.4

anima

navis

atris camox

orb

captis

ova

viator

155.1
165.2
171.3
177.2

 new

 new

waist: 10.9 
radius: 21

175.1  

183.3
193.1

corvus

waist: 12.2 
radius: 26

177.6  

185.5
190.6

nocta
 new

waist: 10.2 
radius: 19

waist: 8.5 
radius: 17

169.4
179.4

navis
birdie

ova
birdie

captis
birdie

waist: 9.7 
radius: 18

waist: 9.0 
radius: 17

165.2
174.6

157.3
164.2
171.1

152.6
162.1
171.1

camox
birdie

 new

waist: 10.7 
radius: 17

169.0
178.2

atris
birdie

single beak
big mountain all-terrain

birdie
double beak
women

single beak
women

waist: 10.9 
radius: 21
weight: 3600g

waist: 11.5 
radius: 21
weight: 3800g

waist: 10.2 
radius: 19
weight: 3350g

waist: 9.7 
radius: 18
weight: 3200g

waist: 9.1 
radius: 18 
weight: 2990g

waist: 8.5 
radius: 17 
weight: 2800g

22mm 
composite

18mm
aluminium
7075
16mm
carbon

18mm
aluminium
7075
16mm
carbon

18mm
aluminium
7075

18mm
aluminium
5083

waist: 7.6 
radius: 17 
weight: 1980g

175.1
183.3

166.4
172.1
178.3
183.4

162.8
171.4
178.1
183.2

162.1
170.2
178.4
184.4

169.4  

179.4
185.4

163.8  

171.8

corvus
freebird

anima
freebird

navis
freebird

camox
freebird

orb
freebird

ova
freebird

furtis duos
freebird

trios
freebird

oxus meta

hybrid adhesive
70% mohair
30% synthetic

for all freebird 
models
+  trim to fit skins

din 4-13

pellis
freebird  new

 new new

 new

vastus
freebird

 new

attack XIII

accessories
touring
skins

freeride
bindings

freebird

freebird

touring

touring

poles

176.8
182.1
188.4
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mountain
tech, 
city 
spec

the corpus & ventus 
winter collection:
new attributes
of the modern skier

bienvenue.
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technical
outerwear

ventus marks the synthesis of
two distinct worlds, the world 
of high-tech ski touring and the 
aesthetic world of black crows, 
to create a collection of garments 
who embrace the principles of 
functional beauty. The ventus 
range is presented as a silhouette, 
comprising a 3 layer GORE-TEX® 
jacket and pant, baselayers, 
Primaloft® down jacket and gloves.

Designed by Swiss designer
Camille Kunz (previously Raf 
Simons) in close collaboration
with black crows creative director 
Yorgo Tloupas, brand founders 
Camille Jaccoux and Bruno 
Compagnet, and then tested 
extensively by the chamonix team
of mountain guides and skibums,
the ventus collection reflects the 
black crows identity: technically 
flawless products destined to 
become timeless.

overview
of the ventus
range

ventus GORE-TEX® 3L
jacket & pant

Comprising a jacket with large 
diagonal pockets and an ergonomic 
pant with 3 pockets, the ventus 
line was conceived to offer superior 
protection from the elements and 
to facilitate fluid movement in the 
mountains - an important energy 
saving technique when ski touring.

Developed in partnership with 
GORE- TEX®, these outfits are 
sober on the top and colourful on 
the bottom, as a jacket can be 
worn around town as well as on the 
mountain, while a ski pant is usually 
dedicated to skiing. On the jacket, 
the sober yet detail exterior contrast 
with a bright interior, adorned with 
sealing tape in chevron pattern.

this winter our textile
line is enriched by
the arrival of the ventus 
collection, outerwear 
dedicated to ski touring 
and ski expeditions

the ventus now 
compliments the
corpus collection,
cross-functional 
outerwear dedicated
to freeriding, which 
expands to include
new colourways
and an all-new polar
fleece second layer

skiing in 
your skin

Now in its second season,
the corpus freeride range expands 
to include a new “ forest green ” 
colourway in the men’s corpus 
jacket, and a black version of the 
Primaloft® bomber jacket.

The first “ down jacket ” to join the black 
crows outerwear collection, the down 
puffer combines lightness, comfort and 
a highly technical finish. The loft in the 
ventus down jacket contains a mix of 
Primaloft® and down, and can be worn 
as an outer layer or in addition to the 
ventus 3L GORE -TEX® jacket. On the 
jacket’s interior, the cartographique map 
of chamonix reveals itself in chevrons. 
The ventus has it’s boots firmly planted 
in the mountains, but can be worn with 
equal panache in town.

This second layer Polartec® 
Powerstretch Pro jacket is 
an indispensable ski touring 
partner. Technical, stretchy, 
highly breathable and extremely 
soft, the ventus Polartech® 
Powerstretch Pro jacket 
retains a sense of elegance
with its herringbone 
reinforcement made up of 
chevrons in the shoulders.

A semi-lightweight glove 
dedicated to hiking, the ventus 
glove has an extremely grippy 
palm to aid your hold on your 
poles or ice axe. A full leather 
glove reinforced in high friction 
zones, the ventus glove was 
inspired by motorcycles
in the 70s.

ventus Primaloft®
down jacket, warmth
and comfort in all conditions

ventus Polartec®
Powerstretch Pro
jacket

corpus Polartec® 
teddy fleece

corpus,
a new set of stripes

ventus glove,
the hand closest
to the elements

Comfortable, cosy, and above 
all very warm, here is the all new 
corpus Polartec® fleece. With a 
large frontal zip and retro design, 
this polartec fleece is is the ideal 
partner to stay warm during deep 
winter skiing. The men’s cut is 
comfortable with some added 
length while the women’s version 
is more ergonomic and tailored 
through the waist, giving this
classic a new sense of nobility.

intriguing, technical
and subtle, the ventus
is a reflection of the
black crows art of
contrast: minimalism
and technicity, discretion 
and strong identity
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it’s all
in the
details
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big mountain,
freeride

colors:
navy, beige
and racing green

colors:
orange,
neon green

colors:
petrol blue,
moss green,
and black

colors:
racing green,
blue grey

colors:
blue feather print,
blue speckle print

colors:
navy, beige

colors:
pink,
neon green

colors:
petrol blue,
moss green

colors:
racing green,
blue grey

colors:
blue feather print,
pink speckle print

corpus men
GORE-TEX®
3L jacket

corpus men
GORE-TEX®
3L bib pant

corpus men
Primaloft®
jacket

corpus men
Polartec®
jacket

corpus men
baslayer
top & pant

corpus women
GORE-TEX®
3L jacket

corpus women
GORE-TEX®
3L pant

corpus women
Primaloft®
jacket

corpus women
Polartec®
jacket

corpus women
baslayer
top & pant

 new

 new

 new  new

 new

corpus mountaineering,
expedition

colors:
light grey,
brique

colors:
bright yellow,
flame scarlet red

colors:
dark green,
navy blue

colors:
dark green,
navy blue

colors:
brique,
navy blue

color: blue depth

colors:
light grey,
brique

colors:
bright yellow,
flame scarlet red

colors:
brique,
navy blue

ventus men
GORE-TEX®
3L jacket

ventus men
Primaloft®
down jacket

ventus women
Primaloft®
down jacket

ventus men
tech shirt

ventus women
GORE-TEX®
3L jacket

ventus women
GORE-TEX®
3L pant

ventus women
Polartec®
jacket

 new

 new

 new

 new  new

 new

 new

 new

ventus men
GORE-TEX®
3L pant

ventus men
Polartec®
jacket

 new

ventus
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mittensgloves

tee-shirt

colors:
white / red / blue
yellow / black

colors:
beige / black
navy / white

color:
black with
grey speckles

colors:
white / red / blue
yellow / black

color:
black with
white speckles

color:
black with
white speckles

manis
glove

ventus
glove

cosmic
crow

moufla
mitten

crow
division

black
speckle

color:
blue with
white speckles

color:
black with
grey logo

color:
black and
white with
rainbow chevrons

color:
white with
blue speckles

color:
grey with
red logo

color:
black with
pink speckles

grey
squadron

black
dark

lady
speck

blue
speckle

 new

 new

 new  new

 new

red
squadron

white
speckle

accessories
hoodie

crewneck

headwear

color:
grey with
grey speckles

colors:
black with
white speckles

color:
grey with
skier patch

color:
blue with
skier patch

color:
grey with
mountain patch

snow
speck

speck
crow

crow
sweatshirt

crow
sweatshirt

ski club
sweatshirt

fabric:
50% acrylic / 
50% wool
bottom hem 
lined with fleece

fabric:
100% acrylic

fabric:
100% acrylic

fabric:
100% acrylic

bolivia
beanie

nomen
beanie

testa
beanie

mori
beanie

 new  new

 new

 new

 new

 new  new

 new

 new

 new

 new

accessories
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ski range profile size tip waist tail radius construction weight design intention topsheet

nocta double beak
big mountain

reverse camber 
& double rocker

190.6 14.0 12.2 13.4 26 semi-cap construction,
paulownia-poplar 
woodcore

4000g/ 
pair 
@185

Because powder 
snow is soft, it 
makes it hard to 
bend the ski. A pre-
bent design creates 
its radius to make 
carving in soft snow 
a different world

185.5 14.0 12.2 13.2 26

177.6 13.9 12.2 13.2 26

anima classic camber 
& double rocker

194.3 14.3 11.5 12.9 21 semi-cap construction,
poplar woodcore
carbon kevlar stripes

4300g/ 
pair 
@182

A ski that has 
the pivot and 
manoeuvrability of 
a double rockered 
ski with the guts 
to really perform 
in demanding high 
alpine terrain

188.4 14.3 11.5 12.8 21

182.1 14.2 11.5 12.6 21

176.8 14.0 11.5 12.5 21

atris classic camber 
& double rocker

189.9 13.9 10.8 12.9 19 semi-cap construction,
poplar woodcore

4100g/ 
pair 
@184

A light ski that is 
quick underfoot, 
has exceptional 
pivot and a lot of tail 
support

184.0 13.8 10.8 12.8 18

178.2 13.7 10.7 12.7 18

camox double beak
all-terrain

classic camber 
& double rocker

186.1 13.0 9.7 11.5 18 semi-cap construction,
poplar woodcore
carbon kevlar stripes

4000g/ 
pair 
@181

To make a ski super 
enjoyable for any 
in-bounds on and 
off-piste conditions

181.2 12.7 9.7 11.4 18

174.6 12.5 9.7 11.2 18

captis classic camber 
& double rocker

184.2 12.2 9.0 11.2 18 semi-cap construction,
poplar woodcore

3500g/ 
pair 
@178

A lively double-
rockered ski that 
finds the best 
compromise 
between pivot and 
stability for exciting 
in-resort skiing

178.3 12.0 9.0 11.1 18

171.1 11.8 9.0 10.9 18

viator classic camber 
& double rocker

177.2 11.8 8.6 11.4 17 cap construction,
poplar woodcore

3100g/ 
pair 
@178

Freestyle design 
- just as happy 
carving as cruising 
off the sides of the 
piste, riding switch 
or spinning in the 
park

171.3 11.7 8.5 11.2 16

165.2 11.6 8.4 11.1 15

155.1 11.5 8.2 11.1 13

ski range profile size tip waist tail radius construction weight design intention topsheet

corvus single beak
big mountain

classic camber, 
front rocker & 
early rise tail

193.1 14.1 10.9 12.5 21 semi-cap construction,
poplar woodcore

4400g/ 
pair 
@183

A ski which 
combines a 
contemporary, 
super-reactive pivot 
and an infallible 
alpine spirit

183.3 13.9 10.9 12.2 21

175.1 13.6 10.9 12.0 21

navis classic camber, 
front rocker & 
early rise tail

185.4 13.7 10.2 12.2 19 semi-cap construction,
poplar woodcore

3850g/ 
pair 
@179

A classic ski with a 
strong modern feel 
that could be used 
everywhere, every 
days on any kind of 
snow

179.4 13.3 10.2 11.8 19

169.4 13.1 10.2 11.6 19

orb single beak
all-terrain

classic camber, 
front rocker & 
early rise tail

183.4 12.4 9.1 11.1 18 semi-cap construction,
poplar woodcore & 
titanal layers

3750g/ 
pair 
@178

To create a ski with 
superior edge grip 
thanks to the titanal 
construction, and a 
shape profile made 
for tackling variable 
snow conditions

178.3 12.2 9.1 10.9 18

172.1 12.1 9.1 10.7 18

ova classic camber 
& front rocker

184.4 12.5 8.5 11.2 17 semi-cap construction,
poplar-beech 
woodcore

3750g/ 
pair 
@178

An agile single-
rockered ski that is 
made for the piste. 
70% piste 30% all-
terrain

178.4 12.3 8.5 11.1 17

170.2 12.0 8.5 10.8 17

ski range profile size tip waist tail radius construction weight design intention topsheet

atris 
birdie

double beak 
big mountain

classic camber 
& double rocker

178.2 13.7 10.7 12.7 18 semi-cap construction,
poplar woodcore

3550g/ 
pair 
@169

The atris birdie 
retains precisely 
the same design 
principles as her 
male counterpart, 
but is lighter 
and has a more 
responsive flex 
pattern

169.0 13.5 10.7 12.4 17

camox 
birdie

double beak
all-terrain

classic camber 
& double rocker

174.6 12.5 9.7 11.2 18 semi-cap construction,
poplar woodcore
carbon kevlar stripes

3300g/ 
pair 
@165

Floatation and pivot 
in deep snow, easy 
turn initiation, giant 
slalom grip on the 
hard pack, and an 
uncompromising 
silhouette

165.2 12.2 9.7 11.0 18

captis 
birdie

classic camber 
& double rocker

171.1 11.8 9.0 10.9 18 semi-cap construction,
poplar woodcore

2900g/ 
pair 
@164

A lively double-
rockered ski that 
finds the best 
compromise 
between pivot and 
stability for exciting 
in-resort skiing

164.2 11.8 9.0 10.8 17

157.3 11.8 9.0 10.6 17

navis 
birdie

single beak 
big mountain

classic camber, 
front rocker & 
early rise tail

179.4 13.3 10.2 11.8 19 semi-cap construction,
poplar woodcore

3450g/ 
pair 
@169

A ski that has 
remarkable pivot 
and offers great 
stability on hard or 
wind-blown terrain

169.4 13.1 10.2 11.6 19

ova 
birdie

single beak 
all-terrain

classic camber 
& front rocker

170.2 12.0 8.5 10.8 17 semi-cap construction,
poplar woodcore

3000g/ 
pair 
@162

A modern ski 
designed for daily 
use on piste and 
on all-terrain. 70% 
piste 30% all-terrain

162.1 11.8 8.5 10.5 17

152.6 12.0 8.5 10.4 14

double beak skis

single beak skis

birdie women skis

poles range size colors construction weight picture

furtis freeride 
& mountain pole

110 - 135 black / yellow 22mm composite tube,
tungsten carbide tip / movable basket,
38cm foam grip / mountain strap

250g / pole @120cm

duos 
freebird

mountain pole unisize 
adjustable
from 110 to 140

black / orange 2 parts pole with Powerlock III system,
18mm alu 7075 top tube,
16mm carbon bottom tube,
tungsten carbide tip / movable basket,
38cm foam grip / mountain strap

245g / pole

trios 
freebird

mountain 
& expedition pole

unisize
adjustable 
from 115 to 140

black / blue 4 parts pole with Powerlock III system,
18mm alu 7075 top tube,
16mm carbon mid tubes,
titanal bottom tube,
tungsten carbide tip / movable basket,
38cm foam grip / mountain strap

250g / pole

oxus freeride 
& mountain pole

110 - 135 neon yellow
white / pink

18mm alu 7075 tube,
tungsten carbide tip / fixed basket,
38cm foam grip / mountain strap

215g / pole
@120cm

meta freeride pole 110 - 135 neon pink
neon green
neon orange
white / orange

18mm alu 5083 tube,
steel tip / fixed basket,
rubber grip / standard strap

230g / pole
@120cm

ski range profile size tip waist tail radius construction weight design intention topsheet

anima
freebird

double beak
ski touring

classic camber 
& double rocker

188.4 14.3 11.5 12.8 21 semi-cap construction,
paulownia-poplar 
woodcore
carbon/fiberglass 
layers

3800g/ 
pair
@188

A fat double 
rockered touring ski 
for those who walk 
to earn the pleasure 
of skiing powder

182.1 14.2 11.5 12.6 21

176.8 14.0 11.5 12.5 21

corvus
freebird

single beak 
ski touring

classic camber, 
front rocker & 
early rise tail

175.1 13.6 10.9 12.0 21 semi-cap construction,
paulownia-poplar 
woodcore
carbon/fiberglass 
layers

3600g/ 
pair
@175

Similar to the 
corvus: classic 
camber underfoot, 
an indented side-
cut, front rocker, 
and minimally 
rockered tail, but
in a lighter frame.
A machine gun for 
fat ski touring

183.3 13.9 10.9 12.2 21

navis
freebird

classic camber, 
front rocker & 
early rise tail

185.4 13.7 10.2 12.2 19 semi-cap construction,
paulownia-poplar 
woodcore
carbon/fiberglass 
layers

3350g/ 
pair
@175

A classic shape with 
a strong modern 
feel that could be 
used everywhere, 
every days on any 
kind of snow in a 
light frame dedicate 
to ski touring

179.4 13.3 10.2 11.8 19

169.4 13.1 10.2 11.6 19

camox
freebird

classic camber, 
front rocker & 
early rise tail

183.2 13.0 9.7 11.5 18 semi-cap construction,
paulownia-poplar 
woodcore

3200g/ 
pair
@171

A profoundly 
modernised shape 
to strike a balance 
between weight 
minimisation 
and mountain 
playfulness

178.1 12.8 9.7 11.4 18

171.4 12.5 9.7 11.2 18

162.8 12.2 9.7 11.0 18

orb
freebird

classic camber, 
front rocker & 
early rise tail

183.4 12.4 9.1 11.1 18 semi-cap construction,
paulownia woodcore
carbon/fiberglass 
layers

2990g/ 
pair
@178

An all-new 
rocker profile for 
better soft snow 
performance and 
adding pivot in a 
light frame. 91mm 
the good balance 
for many touring 
skiers

178.3 12.2 9.1 10.9 18

172.1 12.1 9.1 10.7 18

166.4 12.0 9.1 10.6 18

ova
freebird

classic camber 
& front rocker

184.4 12.5 8.5 11.2 17 semi-cap construction,
paulownia-poplar 
woodcore

2800g/ 
pair
@170

An alpine-style 
high mountain 
touring ski that is 
user-friendly on soft 
snow yet precise on 
rough terrain

178.4 12.3 8.5 11.1 17

170.2 12.0 8.5 10.8 17

162.1 11.8 8.5 10.5 17

vastus
freebird

classic camber 
& front rocker

171.8 11.3 7.6 9.8 17 semi-cap construction,
balsa/flax woodcore
carbon layers

1980g/ 
pair
@171

Every aspect of 
the vastus been 
designed with 
weight and edge 
efficiency in mind. 
A real light ski 
dedicate to ski 
mountainering

163.8 11.0 7.6 9.7 17

freebird touring skis

poles

bindings range tech brakes color weight picture

attack 
XIII

freeride din 4-13
stand height: 17mm

85mm
95mm
110mm
130mm

black / neon yellow 1940g / pair
with brakes

skins size type adhesive plush material picture

pellis ova freebird (162 / 170 / 178 / 184)
orb freebird (166 / 172 / 178 / 183)
camox freebird 
(162 / 171 / 178 / 183)

navis freebird (169 / 179 / 185)
corvus freebird (175 / 183)
anima freebird (176 / 182 / 188)
pellis trim-to-fit (130mm * 190cm)

pre-cut hybrid 
technology

70% mohair
30% composite

vastus freebird (163 / 171) 100% mohair

pellis skins

bindings
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model gender color size tech fit design intention picture

ventus
GORE-TEX® 
3L jacket

men light grey,
brique

S, M,
L, XL

 carrabiner loop in left 
chest pocket
 ventilation zips
 gripper elastic at bottom 

hem instead of snowskirt
 RECCO

regular A durable, technical, and minimal 
jacket for backcountry touring and 
adventure

women XS, S,
M, L

ventus
GORE-TEX® 
3L pant

men bright yellow,
flame scarlet red

S, M,
L, XL

 2 position closure
at leg hem: ski and
climb
 ventilation zips
 RECCO

regular A durable, technical pant 
thoughtfully considered for the 
particular needs of ski touring and 
expeditionwomen XS, S,

M, L

ventus 
Primaloft®
down jacket

men dark green,
navy blue

S, M,
L, XL

 water repellent finish
 padding: Primaloft gold 

insulation down blend, 
water repellent goose 
down, fillpower 750
 packable in the left inner 

pocket

regular A warm, light down jacket perfect 
for overnight expeditions that can 
be worn on its own, or over a ski 
jacketwomen XS, S,

M, L

ventus
Polartec® 
Powerstretch 
Pro jacket

men brique,
navy blue

S, M,
L, XL

 2 pockets in waist, which 
can be used as inside 
pockets as well
 hem adjustment
 badge on sleeve

regular A smart yet wearable second 
layer technical Primaloft® for ski 
touring and mountain lifestyles

women XS, S,
M, L

ventus
tech shirt

men blue depth S, M,
L, XL

 wicking properties, 
transporting the moist 
outside
 anti-bacterial finish

regular A technical button up shirt that 
stands up to the demands of  the 
high mountains but looks perfectly 
natural in the bar

ventus 
manis glove

unisex beige and black,
navy and white

XS, S, 
M, L, 
XL

 brushed tricot lining
 very light padding
 no membrane inside
 pull-on loop
 pleats on fingers for extra 

movement
 removable wrist trap

regular A lightweight leather glove 
dedicate to ski touring  inspired by 
motorcycles

model gender color size tech fit design intention picture

corpus
GORE-TEX® 
3L jacket

men navy, beige,
racing green

S, M,
L, XL

 carrabiner loop in left 
chest pocket
 ventilation zips
 removable snowskirt
 RECCO

regular with 
fish tail

A strong technical jacket for big 
mountain skiing but with an urban 
sensibility and mountain heritage 
touchwomen navy, beige XS, S,

M, L

corpus
GORE-TEX® 
3L bib pant

men orange,
neon green

S, M,
L, XL

 3 position closure
at leg hem: ski,
climb and après-ski
 ventilation zips

with mesh behind
 removable bib with 

suspenders (men)
 removable lycra part at 

waist (women)
 RECCO

regular A very technical, durable pant 
for big mountain skiing with a 
removable bib

corpus
GORE-TEX® 
3L pant

women pink,
neon green

XS, S,
M, L

A technical big mountain ski pant 
cut specifically for the female skier 
that feels different to the usual

corpus 
Primaloft®
jacket

men petrol blue,
moss green,
black

S, M,
L, XL

 fabric and ribs are with 
water repellent finish to 
avoid freezing up when wet
 padding: Primaloft® 

silver 100 grams
 packable in the right 

pocket

regular A technical Primaloft® mid-layer 
that respects the vintage bomber, 
to be worn on the mountain or 
around town

women petrol blue,
moss green

XS, S,
M, L

slim

corpus 
Polartec®
jacket

men racing green,
blue grey

S, M,
L, XL

 chest pockets
 2 pockets in waist
 hem adjustment

regular A thick, warm polartec fleece 
that combats the winter wind and 
reminds you of rear-entry boots 
and ski club each time you put 
it on

women XS, S,
M, L

corpus 
baselayer
top & pant

men blue feather print
blue speckle print

S, M,
L, XL

 wicking properties, 
transporting the moist 
outside

loose A technical first layer with 
excellent breathability and 
perspiration qualities that exudes 
a sense of identitywomen pink speckle print

pink speckle print
XS, S,
M, L

slim fit

corpus 
manis glove

unisex blue, white and red
black and yellow

S, M,
L, XL

 brushed tricot lining
 Primaloft® gold padding
 Primaloft® with grip 

control on palm
 pull-on loop
 pleats on fingers for extra 

movement

regular Inspired by racing gloves from 
the 70s, the manis is a modern 
technical gloves  minimalistic, 
ergonomic design with a colourful, 
chevron-adorned exterior

corpus 
moufla mitten

unisex blue, white and red
black and yellow

XS, S,
M, L, 
XL

 brushed tricot lining
 Primaloft® gold padding
 Primaloft® with grip 

control on palm
 pull-on loop

regular A precision and technical mitten, 
but with the comfort and warmth 
of a cosy nest around your 
fingertips.

corpus technical apparel

ventus technical apparel

model color picture

bolivia grey / pink
navy /green
blue / red
navy / red / grey
blue / blue / blue

nomen navy / red / white
blue / petrol
grey / pink
white / navy /
orange / yellow
navy / red / white

testa black
neon yellow
grey / black
navy / white

mori dark green
navy

frons blue / white / red
blue / neon 
green / beige
neon 
pink / navy / beige

maska petrol / white
black / white
orange / white

model gender color size fit picture

cosmic 
crow

unisex black 
with grey 
speckles

S, M, L, 
XL

regular

crow 
division

unisex black with 
white 
speckles

XS, S, 
M, L, 
XL

regular

black 
speckle

unisex black with 
white 
speckles

XS, S, 
M, L, 
XL

regular

blue 
speckle

unisex blue with 
white 
speckles

S, M, L, 
XL

regular

black dark unisex black and 
white with 
rainbow 
chevrons

S, M, L, 
XL

regular

red 
squadron

unisex grey with 
red logo

S, M, L, 
XL

regular

grey 
squadron

unisex black with 
grey logo

S, M, L, 
XL

regular

white 
speckle

unisex white 
with blue 
speckles

S, M, L, 
XL

regular

ladyspeck femme black 
with pink 
speckles

XS, S, 
M, L

slim

snowspeck unisex grey with 
grey 
speckles

S, M, L, 
XL

regular

speck crow unisex black with 
white 
speckles

S, M, L, 
XL

regular

crow 
sweatshirt

unisex grey with 
skier 
patch

XS, S, 
M, L, 
XL

regular

blue with 
skier 
patch

ski club 
sweatshirt

unisex grey with 
mountain 
patch

XS, S, 
M, L, 
XL

regular

casual apparel headwear

if you enjoy reading,
better go to a library

the
end.
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cab 5-4 sas / black crows
125 chemin des tissourds
74400 chamonix mont-blanc
france

tel. +33 (0)4 50 90 21 93
fax +33 (0)4 50 90 98 75

black-crows.com


